
Thursday March 31st Meeting is CANCELLED - Latest Golf Course Sales Activity - 3/28/16  
 
The Thursday evening meeting at Publix is cancelled, things are moving quickly.  
 
There has been a flurry of calls already today between Rob Rocklin, Bill Place and me.  
 
We had previously been told by the BIA that it would take a while for the DOJ to assign a lawyer to our 
file, we learned today that Linda Cxxxx - DOJ, the person I’ve calling every day and emailing, is not only 
involved but has assigned our file to a Tampa based DOJ attorney for review. It turns out that Linda is 
high enough in the chain of authority at DOJ to assign the file.  
 
Bill Place has spoken to both David Johnson and Michael Berryhill today and the bottom line is that we 
should have the name of the Tampa DOJ attorney by Friday. David indicated that ultimately BIA will 
have the final decision and looks to the DOJ to provide guidance. David is fine with any decision and 
from past experience he is sympathetic to our cause. It is unclear whether this deal will get done as a 
short-sale or as a foreclosure sale. We of course just want to get it done with Bill Place ASAP. 
 
Rob Rochlin has had calls with Michael Berryhill who was somewhat confused about Rocky Morgan, 
apparently Rocky is still trying to by-pass Rob and go to the government himself. I gave Rob permission 
to send the “Rocky investor (nasty) email” to Michael Berryhill proving that Rocky is full of crap and has 
no funding. Rocky only looks attractive because he is claiming to offer $850,000, but has no funding 
source.  
 
Due to all of this we need to cancel or delay Thursday’s meeting. Once we get the Tampa DOJ office 
organizational chart and the name of the attorney looking at our file we can develop a new strategy. 
 
I’ll keep you all up to date as new information is available. 
 
In this case, “Faster is Better”.  


